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ABSTRACT

The models presented here are for the allocation of mis-

siles to defended targets with a fixed force of imperfect

defense missiles. The attackers will be directed first at

the defense sites then at the targets themselves. The im-

perfect defenders are used against the attackers on a one-

for-one basis as long as defenders remain. If any attacker

penetrates the defense site, all the defenders at that de-

fense site are destroyed. The problems addressed are the

offensive problerq of determining how many attackers to send

to each defense site and to the target complex. The neces-

sary mathematical relationships are derived and used to ob-

tain graphical results.

/
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze a ballistic

missile attack against defended targets with the purpose of

determining effective targeting tactics for the offense.

Basically we consider a target complex containing a

known number of targets. The complex is defended by a known

number of defensive missiles divided into two sites, each

having an automatic radar-controlled defensive system.

The attacking missiles can be directed at the defensive

missile sites or at the targets themselves. If an attacking

missile is aimed at the defense site and it penetrates the

defensive system, it destroys that entire guarding system.

The attack is assumed to be sequential. The offense first

commits some number of its attackers to the deensive sites,

then it attacks the targets. The defense is assumed to be

one-on-one. Both the offensive and defensive missiles are

imperfect, each working with some known probability.

The offensive problem is to determine how its fixed

force of attackers should be allocated between the two de-

tense sites and the targets in the main complex. We assume

that the offense receives no iuformatiioi about the success

or failure of its weapons in the course of the attack. "ho

measure of effectiveness used is to miaximize the expected

number of targets destroyed.

9



The report describes the computations involved in the

allocation models and solves some sample problems for illus-

tration. It also considers the generalization to more than

two defense sites.

10



II. INTRODUCTION

A. GENERAL PROBLEM

This thesis considers the ballistic missile attack of a

complex of targets surrounded by defense missiles. In order

to gain the highest damage to the targets, it is desired to

allocate the attackers optimally between the defense sit,.-`

and the targets themselves. In the following cases that

will be developed, we assume ground to air defender missiles

in the models. The attackers might be launched from a sub-

marine undervater, or they might come from the surface of

the ocean or from any station on the ground. We assume w.

know the probability that a missile will hit a distant tar-

get. We also assume the attacker has good intelligence in-

formation and knows the number of defenders, their placement

and the probability of their successfully destroying an at-

tacking missile. Thus we know the hit rrobability of an

U attacker and also the installation of the defense sites of

the enemy country. The mission is to destroy the targets

which are defended by these anti-missile systems. The de-

fense sites themselves are. of no value as targets to the

attacker except that destroying them permits the offense to

reach the dtired targets..

The firs4 tw-del presoented hero is for the attack of a

target coplex vith two deoefse n itO" around it using a

fixed force of :14perfect mi-uiles. The attackers will be

directed first at the two dofease 51tes theo at. the targets

11



themselves. The imperfect defenders are used against the

attackers on a one-for-one basis as long as defenders remain.

If any attacker penetrates a defense site, all the defenders

at that site are destroyed. The problem addressed is the

offensive problem of determining how many attackers to send

to each defense site and to the target complex.

We discuss next some generalizations to n defense sites,

two types of defensive missiles and two defense sites and in

another model two types of offensive missiles and two defense

sites.

B. MEASURE OF EFFECTIVENESS

This section discusses the choice of the measure of ef-

fectiveness used in the allocation model. The ballistic

missile attack is analyzed from the offensive point of view.

The objective of the analysis is to determine tactics which

will permit the offense to use his forces more effectively.

The term "more effective use of resources" must be trans-

lated into terms which can be used unambiguously to guide

the offense in its weapon deployment.

Aside from the deterrent effect, the purpose of the of-

fensive system is to destroy targets. It would be desirable

in an actual attack t" destroy, if possible, the most valu-

able set of targets, but then we have the problem of deter-

mining or assigning target values. No general agreement can

be reached regarding the values to be assigned; and even if

agreement could be reached, any values assigned could not

reflect interaction between targets. For example, the value

12



of an industrial target depends very much on the continued

existence of a power plant to run it.

It is assumed that if some targets have a value which is

obviously large compared to most of the others, these targets

will be given special consideration in targeting. The ma-

jority of the targets, however, are assumed to be of roughly

comparable value and the criterion used in this report is to

maximize the expected number of targets destroyed. It is

assumed here that the targets do not vary in value with time.

For planning purposes on a larger scale it is possible

that a more versatile measure of effectiveness would be de-

sired, but for examination of alternative tactics the criter-

ion of :r,-:imizing the expected number of targets destroyed

serves as a useful means of comparing alternatives.

C. MATHEMATICAL MODEL

ýuppose we let

t = the number of the targets in the complex,

a. = the number of offensive missiles assigned to the,• ~1

defensive site i,

= the number of defensive missiles in each defense

site i,

E(t,ai) the expected number of targets destroyed.

We can formulate the problem as follows:

Max E(t,ai)

subject to ai < ti, i=1,2,...,n

ai > 0.

13



III. BASIC PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

A. DESCRIPTION

The basic problem addressed in this report is the prob-

lem of allocating a fixed force of imperfect offensive mis-

siles to a fixed set of targets. All of the targets are in

the complex. The number of targets is known to the offense.

There are two defense sites for the complex. Each defense

site is defending the targets in the complex using a known

number of imperfect defensive missiles each of which can be

used against any missile approaching any target in the com-

plex.

It is assumed that the number of defensive missiles in

each defense site is the same. The attack has two basic

phases, first the attack on the defense sites, then the at-

tack on the actual targets. The attacks on the defense sites

can be assumed to proceed simultaneously if the offense has

two launcher systems available. The attacking missiles can

be directed to either the targets themselves or to the de-

fensive missile launching complex, probably the control ra-

dars. It is also assumed that if an offensive missile which

is aimed at one defensive complex penetrates that defense

and hits its target, the entire force of defensive missiles

in that complex is rendered useless. If an offensive mis-

sile is destroyed or misses its intended target it does no

damage at all.

14



The attack can be thought of as sequential, the offensive

first directing some number of attackers to both defense

sites and then the remainder to the targets themselves. We

assume that the offense has no damage assessment capability;

that is, he cannot tell which missiles, if any, have success-

fully penetrated to their targets. We also assume in the

report that the defense does not have the capability of at-

tack evaluation; that is, he cannot determine in flight the

impact point of an incoming missile accurately enough that

he dares to let it pass undefended with the knowledge that

it wil! impact harmlessly. Even if the defense can determine

the impact point he is assumed here to be unable to correlate

tlit information in real time with the continued existence

or previous death of targets near the impact point. Thus we

assume that as long as the defense has missiles available he

will not let offensive missiles proceed undefended. We as-

sume that the defense is one-on-one.

The model is an offe.;se-last-move model and assumes that

the offense knows both the number of targets and the number

of defensive missiles ir each comrlex. Thus the offense

will never allocate moA,- attackers to the defensive systems

than the number of defe.sive missiles minus one because the

supply of defensive waissiles serving as targets will be ex-

hausted at that point.

Since the offensive has no damage assessment capability,

the best process for him to follow is to spread as evenly

15



as possible over the targets those re-entry vehicles which

are allocated to targets.

The basic problem then is to determine the optimal allo-

cation of the fixed forces of offenders to the defensive sys-

tems and the target complexes to maximize the expected number

of targets destroyed. See Figure 1. We assume that t is

sufficiently large so that each attacker can shoot at a live

target.

B. ANALYSIS

For two defense sites protecting the targets in the com-

plex, we use the following notation in the model.

Let

t = the number o.f targets in the complex,

tj = the number of defenders in defense site number one,

t2 = the number of defenders in defense site number two,

A = the total number of attackers,

a = the number of attackers assigned to targets in the

main complex,
/

a, = the number of attackers assigned to defense site

number one,

a 2 = the number of attackers assigned to defense site

number two,

Pa = probability that an attacking missile kills its

target when no defender is used,

Pd = probability that a defensive missile which is as-

signed to an attacker kills that attacker,

16



Pd Defense site 1 Defense site
Pd

a, a a 2

P(a)(Pa) (pa)

/

I OFFENSIVE

STOCKPILE

FIGURE 1

The Allocation Model
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Pa(1-P ), the probability that an attacking missile

kills its target when a defender is used.

Suppose the number of defenders in sites one and two are

equal. Then we always assign a, equal to a2.

Let

P. = probability that exactly i defenders remain avail-1

able for use after the first aj+a 2 = 2a, attackers

complete the attack on the defense sites.

We have that

r 2(l-Pk)t'-i {1-(l-pk)tl-i} if i = tj-aj

Pi (1-Pk)2ti-i if i = 2(t 1 -al)

1 0 otherwise.

Number the attackers beginning with the first one which

is assigned to a target and let

Pr = probability that attacker r kills a target.

We have

i Pr = Pa * (probability that target is not defended)

+ pk " (probability that target is defended).

Let

Rr =.probability that the rth target is defended,

= probability that r or more defenders remain avail-

able for use after the initial attack on the defense

sites.

18



We have

2(ti-al )R r = P Pi'
r~

so that

P =r Pa" (1-Rr) + Pk*

= Pa Pa'Rr + Pk'Rr

Pa (Pa -P )Rar k r

= Pa - PaPdkRr

= _ P~ [2(ti-al-) i
Pa PaPd[L• IPiJ

The expected total number of targets killed in the com-

plex will be written as E(t,al).

We have

A-2ai

E(t,a,) = 1 Pr
r-1 r

A-2ai r 2(ti-ai) 1

We let

Pa = probability that exactly one of the defense sites
(a)

and

P2  - probability that both survive.
(a)

19



Then

P = 2(1-P )al{1-(1-Pk)a(a) 21k {-1p)l

and

P2  = (1-p )2al
(a) k

Then we have

E(t,al) = (A-2a,)pa - pPd (t 1-al)[P1 a) + 2P2 a)]

Table I helps to illustrate the derivation of this form

of E(t,al).

Analytical efforts to maximize E(t,al) over ai have not

been successful, but for fixed values ofp a' Pd' A and ti

it is easy to compute E(t,al) for all a, < tj. The results

can be plotted and the best values of a determined. This

has been done for a few sample cases and the results are

shown in Figures 2 and 3.

20



Suppose A = 30

tl= t2 = 10

in the case ai a2 = 6

(ti-ai) 20 I-al)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 0 0 P1  0 0 0 p 2  0 0

2 0 0 0 P1  0 0 0 P 2  0 0

3 0 0 0 P1  0 0 0 p 2  0 0

4 0 0 0 p1  0 0 0 p2  0 0

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 2  0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 P2  0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 2  0 0

8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 p 2  0 0

9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

18 0 ... 0

Table I

Illustration of Rr computation for two defense sites.

21
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IV. GENERALIZATIONS

A. SEVERAL DEFENSE SITES

We consider now a more general case of this model. Sup-

pose the targets in the main complex are very important.

The defense might spread out a large number of defensive mis-

siles into several groups around the complex with a separate

control system for each site. The basic one-on-one defense

is still assumed. The offense must decide the optimal num-

ber of attackers to assign to each of the defense sites.

It is assumed that the nuw.er of defensive missiles in

each defense site is the same. In general the attacker mis-

siles could come from any base or carrier and might be dif-

ferent kinds of missiles launched from different ranges to

the targets. Thus they could have different probabilities

of hitting the targets. But in the cise here we will assume

that all of the offensive missiles have the same bit proba-

bility.

We will consider the special cases of different typos of

missile, tactics, and diiterent numbers of defensive missiles

In each defense uite later.

The number of targets destroyed is still omployed as the

measure of effectiveness, Wo continue the as.sumption that

all defensive missiles have the sam probability of defense

against an attacking ulsile. The dofonsive systems are iI-

lustrated in Figure 4.

24:
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It is assumed that the number of targets is greater than

the number of Rttackers and that the offense has no damage

assessment capability as before.

Now, we will look more closely at some special cases.

Suppose we have n defense sites and each of them independent

of the others. We will develop the ideas from the one de-

fense site, then two, and so on until we obtain the model

for n defense sites.

The complication resulting from increasing the number of

defense sites comes primarily from the difficulty in express-

ing the probability that any offensive missile will receive

a defender. The expected number rf targets destroyed de-

pends of course on the number of defenders which remain

available after the initial attack on the defense sites is

completed.

Consider the following cases:

i) For the case of one defense site we have

E(t,al) = (A-al)pa - pad(t.-al)(-Pk) . [Ref. 1]

ii) For two defense sites we have

E(t,aj) - (A-2a,)pa-PaPd(tl-al)[P a) + 2P2 a)]

or

E(t,a,) = (A-2a,)p a-paPd(t-al)[2(1-Pk)al{1-(1-Pk)al}

+2(1-Pk)a,],2

26



iii) The situation is somewhat more complicated with

three defense sites. What follows is essentially a

listing of the possible outcomes of the initial at-

tack on the defense sites.

1) For the case in which two systems have been

destroyed (one survives) we have

Pa) 3[1-(1 ° ()-Pk)a, , i=tl-al.

2) If one site has been destroyed (two survive)

we have

Pa) 3[1-(l-Pk)a,,_ (1-p )2a,, i=2(t 1 -aj).

3) If none has been destroyed (three survive) we

have

P3  = (1-Pk)3al i=3(t 1 -al).

(a) k

2

27.,,



For illustration suppose

A = 40

tI = t2 = ts = 10.

Now, consider the case where ai=8. Table II illustrates

this case.

• i (ti-al) 2(ti-al ) 3(ti-al)

r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1 0 p1  0 p2  0 p3  0 0 0 0

2 0 p1  0 p 2  0 p 3  0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 p 2  0 p3  0 0 0 0

4 0 0 0 p2 0 pS 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 p3 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 p3  0 0 0 0

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 . . . . . . . . 0

Table II

Illustration of RIr computation for three defense sites.

28
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We see that

E(t,al) = (A-3a,)pa-PP(ti-al)(•a +2Pa +3P 3

a ad (a) (a) (a)

Furthermore, we see that

pI = 3[l_(lpk al]12 (_ka,(aa)
(a) 31(pk a 12  k

P2  = 3[1-(1-pk)a1l[(1-Pk)a112

Pa) = [(l-Pk)a1] 3

Now, let

f = -)a,

t [(1-pk)al] and f + t 1,

then

P1 a) = 3f 2 t

P2  = 3ft 2

(a)

P3  
= t3

(a)

which can be written in the "Binomial" form as

Pa = () f 2t
.1' (a)

p2  = U)ft2

p 3  = (3) t3

* Now we can consider P p2  ,pn in the general form.
(a) (a)'" (a)

29



That is

Pa = n n-I

(a) ( f t

p2  = fn-2.t2
(a)

p3 n n3,

(a) G ffl ~

P i nf n-i.t
(a)~i

pn n tn

P(a) = (n)

The expected number of targets killed in the case of n

defense sites can easily be constructed.

We get

E(t,hl) = (A-nal)p -p p (tl-al)[P(+2P2+...+ipi+...+nPn],
a a d

where P a) is written as P ,i =

Consider

R r = (P+2P 2+3P 3+...+iP i+...nP n)

which comes from

(n)fn.t + 2(n)fn-i.t2 + ... + i()fn ti . (n)t,

where the probability that j defense sites survive is

Pi (n)fn-J*t. We can see that this is the expected number

of surviving defense sites out of n.

30



We can write
E(t'al) =(A-nal)P a-Papd(ti-al)[I JP J'j=1,2,.*.,np

or
E(t,a,) = (A-nal)p -p Pd(ti-al)E(j).

a a d~ta)~)

A few samples of three defensive systems are presented

in Figure 5. We assume that the attackers are all identical

and all of the defenders in any guarding complex are the

same. The quantities A, al, a2, a3, tl, t2, Pa and pd are

shown on the figure.

If we assume al=a2=a3=...=an, it is not hard to determine

the optimal number of attackers to each defense site. We

will see in the next section the effect of changing pa al

and a 2 , Pd for each defense site.

B. TWO TYPES OF DEFENSIVE MISSILES AND TWO DEFENSE SITES

Consider the case that the defense sites have two differ-

ent kinds of weapons, and their abilities to destroy the

, /attackers are different.

Suppose the first defense site uses the defenders of

Type 1, and each has the probability p. of intercepting one

attacker. The second site uses the defenders of Type 2, and

each has the probability p y of intercepting an attacker.

See Figure 6.
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E(t,ai) A 30

t, 7, t 2 = 7, t 3 s 7

20 p a .8

4 Pd shown

a, a2 = a3

15

10

I I i I ' Io ,'

,, 1 2 3 4 5 6'a,

FIGURE 5

Optimal solutions for three defense sites

showing different probabilities of defenses
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I0

0 0 0 FIGURE 6 0

Two tye fdfniemsiesfo w ees ie
L ai

Tw ntyber of attackier aissigned trom seod defense sites

a a number of attackers assigned to the targets in the

complex,

A w total number of attackers available, at+az+a.

Lot.

P1i probability t~hat i doefenders remain in both defense

sites toGether,

P11v, probability that only the first defense site still

survives after the first attack, (aj+a 2 attackers).
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.- - . . ...

probahility that only the second defense site st-t1

survives after the first attack.

P 2 z probability that both defense sites still survive.

Suppose the numbers a:, a& are not necessarily the same,

and the numbers tj, t1 are not necessarily the same.

The probability that, i defenders ret-ain available is

P1 = [1-(1-P az (1-p )at , i=t--al

a,, )a,, i=t2.-azP"2 = [1_(1_P kx) :(!_pky~a ~za

Pi Ia.a
p2 (-)a:(-p)a , i=(t 1 -a.)+(t:-a:.)

0 , otherwise,

where PkX = Pa(1-px),

Pky = Pa(1-py

Now, let

th
Rr = probability that the r attacker will be defended.

Then

Rr P i

i-r

The expected total number of targets killed in the com-

plex will be written as E(t.aj,a 2 ).

We have that

3(t'a,.az) - R [P r + Pa,(11Rr)d

r3l

34.



A-(ai+a2) r (t1 -aj)+(t2-a 2 )=iki I 1  i +
r=1 if ir

(t1-a1 )+(t2-a2)

= [A-(al+a2)lPa.papx(t1-a1)(P 1 1 +P2 )

-papy(t2-a2)(P1 2 +P 2 ).

Some examples to illustrate the model are presented in Fig-

ures 7 and 8.

C. TWO TYPES OF OFFENSIVE MISSILES AND TWO DEFENSE SITES

1. Tactic 1

We will consider another case. Suppose we have two

types of attackers. The one which is assigned to the first

defense site has the probability Pb of successfully attack-

ing the target and the other has probability Pc" Other

assumptions are the same as before. See Figure 9 below.
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E(t,a1 ) A - 20

a, a2

8 tI -t 2 -6

py - .8

p 8 x shown

7 Pa .6

6

,5

Defense site I has prob. detect px

4.. Defense site 11 has prob. detect py

0 1 2 3 4 5 a1

FIGURE 7

Two types of Defenders
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E(t,ala2)

a, (a2 0 0, optimal)

6
a2 (at 2. optimnal)

A 20

p 0.5

5-

4 I p ' :. . I I "

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 at

iml.2

FIGURE 8

Defense Sito I has prob.-dotoct P.

Defonse Site 2 has prob. detoct
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0 .. .'. 0 00

ILI.

P b c

FIGURE 9

Two types of attackers assignee one type to one defense site

I Define at, a,, a and A as in part B. The numbers a, and &a

are not necessarily equal, nor are It and ta.

Let 2

A% total number of Type I attackers,

Al total number of Type 2 attackers.,

Then A a, AjAA2, total number of attackers, and P•, pit , pt.1

PI are the &e as ce B.'

In this case the kill probobilety Pk depetds on the

weapon t lpe sinuce tere are two types of attackers, The

quantity Pk Is the probability that-ro attacker kills its

target when a defender is .ied.

311,



"Let

pkb ( Pkp P P if the first type of attackers is

used, and

Pk -P=P(1-pd), if the second type of attackers

is used.

The probability that exactly i defenders survive,the initial

attack on the defensive sites is

rP p l -• [1_(1Pkc)a2](1_Pkb)a1, i=t 1 -al.

p12 [__Pbal](,_Pkc)a,, i-t2-a2,

Pi " I'('_Pkb)allPca

p p2  a, , i-(t 2 -aj)+(t2-a2),

0 , otterwise.

The expected number of targets destroyed is
(A1 -a 1 )+(A 2-a2)

E(tal2 az) ( * [kRr ÷ Pa(l-Rr)1

(tj-a )+(t2-.a2)

wbere Rr.- _R P__"

isr

Thus

E(t,a,,ala) (Aa-aa)pb + (A2-a2)P c  PbPd(ta-'L)(Pt'4P2 )

SpCPd(t ~a-L)(P +4P2 )

A few examples are presented in the graph in Figures 10, 11

and 1.2. Figure 10, illustrates different numbers of mis-

siles in the defense sites 1 and 2 and the different values

of Pb and PC which lead to different optimal numbers of
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20

15-,

-- a 2 = 4 (optimal)

-- a 2 =1I"%

-... a 2 =10

11 : • ' a .I a a a• •

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 a,

FIGURE 10

Two types of attacking missiles

A 42, t1 = 12, t 2  15, p b = 0.9, PC = 0.7, pd 08

a2 is shown, a, = 5 is optimal
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E(t,a 2 )

Pb =9 PC .94b

I0(a,-2, a=2)
10opt.

9

SP 8 Pc= .6
8

(al=2, a2=I)
opt.

7

SI I Il..

0 1 2 3 4 a2

FIGURE 11

Two typ-)s of attackers with kill probabilities pb' PC resp.

A, = A2 = 10 a, = 2 (optimal)

tl = t 2 = 5 Pb' PC shown

Pd = .9
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E(ta) Pb

82

A = 2 d .

7 A A= 10 PC= .3

A2 = 10 a2 = 0 (opt imal)

6 ti 5 Pb shown

t2 5

5

4

Pb .2

3

0 optimal

! p . . .

0 1 2 3 4 a
/

FIGURE 12

Pb prob. kill target when no defender is used of Type 1

PC prob. kill target when no defender is used of Type 2
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attackers. Figures 11 and 12 show that the high ph or p

values will give the optimal allocations near the middle of

a2(al) axis, but for low Pb or p. the figures show that the

optimal allocation will move the number of attackers assigned

to the defense sites to a very low number.

2. Tactic 2

As in case 1 suppose we have two types of offensive

missiles and the defense still has two defense sites but only

one type of defender. Suppose we change our tactics and in-

stead of assigning one type to each defense site we let one

type attack both defense sites and the other attack the tar-

gets in the main complex. If optimal we also attack targets

with some missiles of the first type.

We will call the two types of attackers Type 1 and

Type 2. Type 1 and Type 2 have probabilities of hitting a

distant target pa and pb respectively when no defender is

used. See Figure 13.

Let

Pk1 Pa(1-Pd) be the probability that a Type 1 attacker

kills its target when a defender is used,

and let

1k2 ) be the probability that a Type 2 attacker

kills its target when a defender is used.

It is assumed that Type 2 (pb) is always assigned to

the targets. Then we have
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TARET OMPLEX

Pd fnse site 1. Defense site 2

aa, a.2

'aa)

/

OFFENSIVE

STOCKPILE

FIGURE 13

Two types of attackers, one type primarily for defense sites
and another type exclusively for the targets in the main
complex.
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)a

-p"* [l-(l-Pkl)a (l-Pkl)a*,~ j-ý

a at-a2P= 2  (1_pk1)a,(pk1) a2

=2 (1-Pk) a(l-Pl a2 i=(t,-a,)+(t2-a2),

0 otherwise,

where ti, t 2 are the numbers of defenders in defense sites

1 and 2 respectively.

Let Pr = probability that attacker r kills a target.

We have

I Pa (1-Rrd + Pkl'*Rr' r=l,2,...,Aj-(aj+a2),

Pr = Pb ,r=A,-(a,+a2)+l, .,A,-(a,+a2)+A2,

where the attackers are numbered beginniag with the first

Type 1 missile which is assigned to a target in the complex.

The Type 2 missiles are all assigned to the targets in the

complex and are numbered consecutively following the Type 1

missiles.

As before we can write

A,-(al+a2 ) A,-(al+a 2 )+A2

E(tal,a 2 ) = k [Pk.rR+Pa(1-Rr)+ Pb
r=1 r=Al-(al+a2)+l

A,-(aI+a2 )

SR[Pkl Rr+Pa(l-Rr ) + Aapb
r=1

A A2Pb+ [A,-(a,+a2 )]pa-paPd(tI-a,)(pI'+p')

-paPd(t2-aa)(P" 2+P')

AaPb+[AI-(a,+a2))pa-paPd[(tl+tl)-(a,+a2)1.

(P' +P' 2+p2 ).
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By fixing the quantities At, A2 , Pa' #b' t and t 2 ,

we can determine the optimal numbers of a, and a 2 to assign

to the defense sites. A few examples are show" by Figures

14 and 15 in the following pages.
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E(t,a 2 )

20

19 19 /••pa= .9,

18 /• bf'

Seoptimal

A 36
17 tA, 

= 18

A2 = 18

16 t =t t 9

a, = 3 (optimal)

15 Pd .8

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 a

Two types 3f attackers: Type pb assigned exclusively to

targets in the complex; Type pa assigned primarily to

guarding systems, then to targets.

FIGURE 14

Two types of Attackers
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V. DISCUSSION

Figures 14 and 15 show the results of allocating Type 1

and Type 2 attackers with the probabilities pa and pb re-

spectively in various ways to the defense sites and targets.

We have computed the maximum number of targets destroyed

with fixed numbers of A, A,, A2 , Pd and a,. If Type 1 (p a)

is assigned to the defense sites and has a lower probability

of hit than Type 2 (pb) which is assigned to the targets in

the complex we obtain a higher expected number of targets

destroyed than in the reverse case.

In Case C1 each type of attacker is aimed first at one

defense site then at the targets in the complex. Figure 15

shows the expected number of targets destroyed using the

same input data as given in Case C2. Case Cl does not give

the highest expected number destroyed. The lower pa assigned

to the defense sites and higher pb assigned to the targets

in the main complex gives the best result.

The allocation of identical attackers in Cases A and B

of section IV does not seem as interesting as in the Case Cl

and C2 whore there are different types of attackers. Case

A where the number of defense sites is generalized can be

used to compute the optimal number of attackers. Likewise

the d~fferent types of defensive missiles in Case B can be

dealt with in the model to obtain the optimal allocation.

Models of different kinds of situations have been devel-

oped. The model that gxves all different numbers A1, A1 ,...,
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Am# al, aa,..., an$ Pa' Pb'"" Pd' Px or p is easy to con-

struct and the optimal allocations a,, a 2 ,..., an can be ob-

tained from it. In these cases the necessary calculations

can easily be done using the computer.

It can be seen from the results that if pa (probability

of an attacker hitting the target when no defender is used)

is very low such as pa = .2, .3, we might not need any at-

tackers aimed at the defense sites. Ignoring these defense

sites and allocating all of the attackers to the main tar-

gets in the complex will give the highest expected number of

targets destroyed. In the case that pa and Pd (probability

of a defensive missile intercepting an incoming attacker)

are reasonably high, such as pa and pd = .7, .8, .9, we should

assign some number of attackers to the defense sites first

and the rest of them to the targets to obtain the best re-

sult.

Other generalizations can be considered, such as chang-

ing the structure of the defensive complex to consist of

several launcher group controls. We can consider the cave

that the defenders are not rendered useless until two at.-

tackers penetrate. This would be relevant for the case

where each launcher group has two control radars, either of

which can control the interceptors.

Genera Azations could also be made by changing the as-

sumption about the knowledge available to the offense and

defense. If the defense has Uttack evaluation capability,

his performance will be improved; or if the offense haa

s0



S~damage assessment capability he can increase the expected

i number of targets destroyed.

A very interesting and apparently difficult extension is

to assume that some of the targets have a value which dimin-

ishes with time. If some of the targets are offensive mis-

sile launchers there is no benefit in attackiug the launcher

after the missile is gone. Another case which is important

S~is the difference in value of targets. Some targets might

S~be assembly plants for the enemy force, some could be supply

depots. Problems with different target values cannot be

S~adequately analyzed in te rms of number of targets destroyed.

These kinds of generalizations will be left for further re-

search.
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